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Abstract 

 
The phenomena of fashion blogs have occurred recently following the development of fashion bloggers in 

Indonesia.  Fashion blog is a product of the bloggers that contains the theme concerning fashion, vintage-fashion, 

photography, art, craft, lifestyle and make up lesson in which the blogger tries to combine three aspects of art, 

photograph, and fashion.  Fashion blogs become media to share knowledge about fashion, since fashion recently is 

no longer an expertise of designers, stylists and fashion journalism, but it is also practically done by people who 

concern about fashion.  One example of fashion blogs in Indonesia is A Diary of: The Riotous Belle written by 

Sonia Eryka.  This study aims to analyze and reveal the representation of urban female teenagers’ fashion trend in 

Sonia Eryka’s fashion blog.  This analysis uses a qualitative method supported by Semiotic theory by Roland 

Barthes as the main theory to reveal the representation of Sonia Eryka’s images. For the results, the writer finds 

that Sonia Eryka’s fashion blog represents urban female teenagers’ fashion trend related to contemporary culture 

print, feminine, and passion to be creative.  Recently, urban female teenagers prefer mostly the casual and sporty 

style.  Moreover, it is also known that urban female teenagers’ fashion trend tends to have the expensive and 

branded ones from online business or online shops.  The most interesting finding is that there is a shifting of the 

function of the blog itself from personal journal or private space to public space which is also part of urban female 

teenagers’ lifestyle. 
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Introduction 

Nowadays, fashion has developed significantly including the development of garment and fashion 

designs around the world.  However, the important thing that supports the development of fashion is 

media.  In this case, media has an important rule to spread the development of fashion as its purpose to 

give any knowledge and information about fashion to the readers.  Hence, it can be used as fashion 

references to follow or update the latest trend fashion.  In fact, people use many media to fulfill their 

fashion requirement from both printed media and electronic media.  Fashion magazine, newspaper, and 

tabloid are the example of printed media that are commonly used by many people as their references in 

fashion as the same as television, as the example of electronic media. All these media provide fashion 

trends information and their development.  However, as the development of media, not only printed or 

electronic media that are used for references in fashion but also internet media such as online newspapers, 

magazine, and blogs. 

According to Laurel A. Clyde, blog or weblogs might be defined as a personal journal or diary, or the 

public diary of a political leader, or a journal expedition, or the record of family holiday (Clyde 2004, p. 

3).  While fashion blog is a personal style blog whose authors or the bloggers post pictures of themselves 

to document their outfits in regular basis (Racamora 2011, p. 409).  Fashion blog discusses more 

concerning about the theme of fashion, vintage-fashion, photography, art, craft, lifestyle, make-up lesson 

consisting more visual image on blogger’s outfits rather than a text.   

In Indonesia, the phenomenon of fashion blogs has begun since seven years ago (cited in 

http://www.thejakartapost.com/news/2010/02/28/local-fashion-scene-moves-online.html on 15 August 

2014).  It is begun from the hobbies of the fashion bloggers to use their blogs as media to express their 
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creativities and interest to play dresses in fashion.  Nowadays, there are many fashion blogs in Indonesia 

and they were mostly written by female teenagers from the range of age fourteen to twenty years old. 

Some of the fashion bloggers are Charlene Gondo with her blogs “Summer Flounce”, Sonia Eryka’s “A 

Diary of: The Riotous Belle”, Diana Netaneel Cathilin’s “Call Me Diiiyn!”, Diana Rikasari’s “Hot 

Chocolate and Mint”, Michelle’s “Glisters and Blisters”, Evita Nuh’s “Jelly Beans” and many more. 

Among these famous fashion blogs,  Sonia Eryka’s blog entitled A Diary of: The Riotous Belle was 

regarded as a productive fashion blog in 2013.   

A Diary of: The Riotous Belle – soniaeryka.blogspot.com – is a fashion blog founded by its editor 

Sonia Eryka in 2009.  Sonia Eryka’s fashion blog has invited so much attention and appreciation from its 

visitors. Sonia Eryka has successfully created her fashion blog attractively and brought it becomes very 

popular not only in Indonesia but also in foreign countries.  It is proven by Sonia Eryka, as the fashion 

blogger, who was invited to attend New York Fashion Week held on September 2013. According to 

Jakarta Post article, Sonia Eryka’s fashion blog has proved that fashion development is not only from 

western bloggers but also from Indonesian’s bloggers, one of those is Sonia Eryka’s  (cited in 

http://www.thejakartapost.com/news/2013/09/29/messengers-fashion.html/ on 26 March 2014 ). 

Sonia Eryka’s fashion blog becomes very popular among teenagers in Indonesia particularly those 

who live in big cities or urban areas.  According to Storey in Suparmi (2014), youth culture and urban 

culture is a culture in which teenagers take a part in its development since they enjoy and have fun among 

peers related to their appearance or fashion style among urban teenagers.  Basically, youth culture and 

urban culture related with ‘trend’.  Trend has been introduced by people who called trendsetters, people 

who appear in the public (Suparmi 2014, p. 27).  Therefore, as part of urban and youth culture, fashion 

blogs have close relation to represent urban teenagers’ fashion style.  Fashion as the symbol of teenagers 

particularly in the urban society is used to show their identity, lifestyle, and their attitude toward fashion 

such as rock-punk, edge, Korean girls, vintage, casual et cetera.   

Thus, the writer argues that fashion blogs create fashion trend through the photos of the outfits of the 

blogger that represent urban female teenagers in Indonesia.  The existence of fashion blogs in Indonesia 

recently creates the new phenomenon among teenagers as the blogger herself as well as the readers who 

have high desires and requirement toward fashion.  Therefore, it inspires the writer to analyze how Sonia 

Eryka’s fashion blog represents urban female teenagers’ fashion trend, through her fashion blog A Diary 

of: The Riotous Belle. 

Method of The Study 

This study uses a qualitative method in analyzing the data.  Quoted from Creswell’s book, Qualitative 

method means exploring and understanding the meaning of individuals or groups ascribe to a social or 

human problem. The process of qualitative research involves the emerging questions and procedures, data 

typically collected in the participant’s setting, data analysis inductively builds from particulars to general 

themes and the researcher makes interpretations of the meaning of the data (Creswell 2009, p. 4).  In 

Qualitative method, there are several strategies to conduct the research such as the strategies of inquiry 

such as ethnography, grounded theory, case studies, phenomenological research, and narrative research 

(p. 13).  The source of the data in this study contains primary and secondary data. 

The primary data used in this study are photographs which purely unedited photograph from Sonia 

Eryka’s fashion blog A Diary of: The Riotous Belle with the name of the domain is 

http://soniaeryka.blogspot.com. In the Sonia Eryka’s fashion blog, there are a lot of photographs taken by 

Sonia Eryka about her daily outfits and her traveling journal. Those of pictures are posted in random 

periods meaning that she does not have definite time to write and post in her fashion blogs.  As the 

primarily data of this study, the writer chooses photographs of Sonia Eryka which were posted in each 

month during July until November 2013; two months before and two months after her participation in 

New York Fashion Week 2013.  For each month, the writer picked one photo which got much attention, 

indicated by a number of comments from the visitors.  The secondary data are textbooks, journal articles, 

and many others that support the writer’s analysis.   The reason why the writer picked those photos in that 

period because Sonia Eryka had already attended New York Fashion Week in September 2013 so, it might 
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give impact for her acquisition in playing dresses.  The photos were analyzed based on Roland Barthes’s 

theory of Semiotics.  Through this theoretical lens, the representation of urban female teenagers’ fashion 

trend in Sonia Eryka’s fashion blog were revealed.   

Discussion 

Linguistic Message  

 Linguistic message is the data include all phonemes and letter words in an image. The title of 

Avalanche, Oh Avalanche is the title of one of Sonia Eryka’s favorite song, sung by George & Hawk.  In 

the literal meaning, this song explains about disaster.  Thus, in this image, it represents the braveness of 

teenagers to face any disaster, related to black color that represents mystery and condolence (cited on 

http://www.bourncreative.com/meaning-of-the-color-black/ on 23 January 2015) 

 
 Figure 1: Avalanche, Oh Avalanche 

Non Coded Iconic Message  

As it can be seen in figure 1, this photo denotes a young female teenager, represented by Sonia Eryka, 

who poses and looks directly at the camera without smiling.  In this photo, Sonia Eryka wears a black 

tight top motif knee length dress combined with a transparent bag, earrings, a gold bracelet in her right 

hand, a watch, and black heel shoes as the accessories.  The color of the background of the image is bright, 

indicating that the image was taken in the morning or noon, particularly in the outdoor area such as in a 

rooftop building.  She poses with her right hand holding on her transparent bag, while her left hand is on 

her waist. 

Coded Iconic Message 

According to the explanation above, the image in figure 1 connotes a female teenager who is confident 

passing through both the glorious and the gloomy condition in her life.  Black color in the outfits connotes 

elegant, seductive and mystery.  It is in the same line with the meaning of black that black color can be 

defined as a serious color that evokes strong emotions (Cerrato 16).   

The cutting print in the top and mini skirt connotes the message of Indonesian culture as a part of 

urban teenagers’ fashion trend since it is produced by Paulina Katarina, one of fashion brands from Bali 

Island.  Through the outfits, Sonia Eryka not only wears the outfits as the fashion but also as the 

participation to spread the Balinese cultural print. This becomes one effort to introduce Balinese print, 

particularly in a fashion design.  It also reminds us about Bali as the place for International Miss World 

event in 2013.  Thus, it indicates that Balinese print spreads widely and becomes popular as urban culture.  

In other words, it can be said that urban female teenagers’ fashion trend is strongly related with 

contemporary culture print for teenagers. 

Myth 

According to the explanation above, it may be said that urban female teenagers’ fashion trend is 

contemporary culture print.  Urban female teenagers’ fashion trend is represented as the contemporary 

culture print, and becomes one of the urban cultures, particularly in fashion development.  Contemporary 
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culture print is closely related with the characters of urban teenagers in general in which they prefer 

instantaneous and ready made things.  Culture print, can be considered as the outfit which is ready to wear 

for the consumers.  This preference creates a difference between teenagers and adults in the pattern of 

fashion’s consumption.  The teenagers prefer culture print, while adults prefer culture painting for their 

fashion (cited in http://www.blibli.com/friends/monicahapsari/gelaran-trend-mode-print-dari-indonesia-

fashion-week/ on 24 January 2015).  This difference is influenced by the different point of view toward 

fashion.  Teenagers choose culture print because it indicates the modernity while culture painting indicates 

the traditionality.  As a result, it could be said that culture print is chosen by urban teenagers because it is 

easy to produce clothes and the modernity methods of the culture print. 

Sonia Eryka’s appearance in the photo as the representation of the mysteriousness and elegance is 

shown by the theme of the color of the outfits.  Historically, black is the obliteration of color, since it 

absorbs the whole chromatic range, as opposed to white (Calefato 109).  According to Calefato, black 

clothe indicates a style, in this sense, a system that reformulates and transforms citations and archetypes.  

It shows how a garment can allude to a whole range of cultural text and discourse; for example Gothic 

style (110).  Gothic is a style of dress and music introduced by Vogue in the 1980s. It was an explicit 

reference to a literary genre of Horror.  Therefore, black color chosen by Sonia Eryka can represent the 

ideology of gothic, which is mostly chosen by urban teenagers as their music genre and style fashion style.     

Linguistic Message 

 
Figure 2 

In figure 2, there is a title emerged, “Desperate Society”.  This title reflected an opinion of Sonia 

Eryka, particularly on her critical thought about the condition of society.  The word “Desperate Society” 

represents the desperateness of people toward the society, particularly in female teenagers who are 

suffered from a lot of harassments in the society rather than the awards for their achievements. Moreover, 

many people have underestimated for the ability of female teenagers in doing many aspects in life such 

as politics, economy, entertainment, social and culture.   Therefore, the image entitled with Desperate 

Society also contains the meaning as pessimistic of society toward female teenagers 

(soniaeryka.blogspot.com). 

Non Coded Iconic Message 

This photo denotes Sonia Eryka as a teenager with a certain pose by holding up her right dress and 

look down without smiling.  In this photo, Sonia Eryka wears a soft blue knee length dress, with a red 

beret hat, a black watch, a beads glove in the right hand and the necklace as the accessories.  Sonia Eryka’s 

hair is dyed with red color in highlight.  The same with previous photo, this photo is also taken in the 

outdoor, particularly in a rooftop of a building.  This photo is not taken in full body, but it is only taken 

until her knees.  

Coded Iconic Message 

Figure 2 shows Sonia Eryka’s images that connote Indonesian urban young feminine girl.  Her poses 

by staring at the ground while her right hand holding the dress connote that she seems to find her own 

personality.  Furthermore, her poses indicate that she worries about her dress.  Holding a dress can be 

referred as the representation of an urban female teenager who still needs a strong guard to hold 

represented from Sonia Eryka’s body language in this image.  Body language in photography reflects the 
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fact that we as humans can feel and think many things simultaneously and it can represents by the position 

of the head, arms, legs, feet and especially the hands (cited in 

http://truecenterpublishing.com/photopsy/people_pics.html/ on 24 January 2015).  

Besides that, the image of red beret as the accessories indicates the creativity and intellectual of an 

urban female teenager.  For the red color implies power, energy, strength as well as passion and desire. 

Therefore, it indicates the value of red beret representing the power and strength of urban female teenagers 

in doing their intellectual and creativities. As a result, it may be said that urban female teenagers’ fashion 

trend in general is feminine and having passion to develop the creativity. 

Myth 

The representation of urban female teenagers’ fashion trend as a feminine and creative fashion trend 

can be considered as a message from Sonia Eryka to the teenagers.  Sonia Eryka through her blog, show 

those outfits and entitle the figure “Desperate Society”, as the purpose to motivate the teenagers to come 

up from the desperateness and pessimistic.  The red beret hat, as it is mentioned in above, indicates the 

creativity and intellectual which is the beret itself indicates the part of the long standing stereotypes of the 

intellectual, artist, film director, hipster, poet and bohemian. In addition, according to Jawa Pos 

Newspaper, Sonia Eryka as an urban female teenager has been known as multitalented person and 

influential person becoming one of 17 young Indonesias regarded as a productive young woman who 

success as a fashion blogger, designer, and businesswoman (Jawa Pos 2014).  Thus, through this figure, 

Sonia Eryka tries to spread an optimistic to the teenagers and motivate them to remove the desperateness 

to be creative and productive teenagers.  

Linguistic Message 

As seen in the picture, the first linguistic message is the word that is shown in the laptop case, that is 

“Business As Usual”.  “Business as usual” is positioned in the center of the laptop case also in the center 

of the photo.  Business is known as an economic activity, related with continuous and regular production 

and distribution of goods in satisfying the human requirements. 

 
Figure 3 

Robbins defines business as an exchange activity that provides goods or services in order to earn a 

profit (6).  Sonia Eryka, as a fashion blogger also opens her fashion blog to many links of sponsors; beside 

that, she also sells her outfits to the readers.  As a fashion blogger, she creates her own clothing line name 

Riots Barbie that can be ordered by the readers through her clothing line.  The word business in that photo 

gives a message that fashion blogs cannot be separated with business although fashion blogs mostly 

contain with fashion and accessories as the biggest part of it.   

 Another linguistic message offered by figure 3 is the word “Kate spade New York” in the top 

center of the laptop case.  The word “Kate spade” is one of popular fashion brands founded in New York. 

Meanwhile, New York as everybody can be seen as the most populous city in United State and the center 

of urbanism or common called with New York metropolitan area.  As the most populous city in the United 

States, New York controls the development of economic stability in the world.  It exerts the significant 

impact upon commerce, finance, media, art, fashion, research, technology, education and last 

entertainment.  
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Non Coded Iconic Message 

This section reveals any literal meanings of signs portrayed in the Sonia Eryka’s photo “Roaring 

Trade”.  As it is seen in the figure 4.3, it shows the photo focus on the purple laptop case with “Business 

As Usual” written on it.  The photo shows Sonia Eryka as the model wearing blue sweater, pink skirt, 

combined with accessories such as a gold watch and diamond rings in her finger and bringing purple 

laptop case. Laptop case is usually used to bring a laptop easily everywhere.  It is very useful for people 

who are doing a business to keep their work professionally. 

Coded Iconic Message 

Figure 4.3 connotes a young executive or businesswoman and feminine girl.  The outfits in the image 

connotes a fashionable girl while the color presents the femininity.  The outfits contain blue color in the 

sweater which connotes a trust, loyalty and blue as the color in business (Cerrato 11).  Meanwhile, the 

pink color in the skirt symbolizes femininity and youthful.  In addition, pink as a color is usually used in 

business for female target such as cosmetics, fashion, beauty, and romance (Cerrato 17).    

This photo shows that Sonia Eryka brings a laptop case with “Business As Usual” written on it. It 

connotes the phenomenon of young teenagers, particularly in urban area, who become entrepreneurs or 

businessmen and businesswomen through online shopping.  Moreover, a laptop case that appears in the 

image also represents urban teenagers’ lifestyle, which always brings a laptop as a part of mobility in the 

urban culture (Dourish et al 2).  Laptop is kind of primary stuff today to support teenagers’ activities in 

daily life for example at school, to access any information or even just to have an access to their friends 

in social media groups.  Therefore, It is closely related to the booming phenomenon recently, that is the 

use of gadget that has a high technology.   

Not only the outfits representing young businesswomen, but also the accessories appearing in the 

image also give meaning of business activity.  A gold watch connotes discipline, luxury and prosperity. 

Two rings connote feminine or girly.  Meanwhile, the purple laptop case connotes feminine 

businesswomen.  The color of purple in the laptop case associated with royalty and wealth (Cerrato 13).  

Thus, the appearance of purple laptop case also represents urban female teenager’s life who concern about 

the business relationship with their identity as women.  Finally, it can be concluded that urban female 

teenagers’ fashion trend is expensive and branded items as well as  online shopping businesswomen. 

Myth 

The portrayal of laptop case with “Business As Usual” written on it indicates the emergence of the 

phenomenon of online shopping in urban female teenagers’ life. Through an online shop or from social 

networks, they do some online business particularly on fashion.  Therefore, the development of online 

shopping is closely related to the development of internet.  According to Laohapensang (2009) in 

Rahardjo’s journal article, internet has been developed in two decades and influenced formal education 

institution such as school and other educational institutions which have curriculum related to the use of 

computer and internet.  Moreover, many social media and online shop arise recently then people place the 

internet as the primary requirement in teenagers’ lives (Rahardjo, p. 2).   

Furthermore, as it is explained in the previous part, there is a trend for teenagers in urban society to 

become a businesswoman through online shops.  The teenagers create their own business mostly related 

to the women stuffs like dress, shoes, bag, accessories, Muslimah stuff where they use social media to 

promote their business such as Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram.   The examples of the best online 

shopping emerged in Indonesia until October 2014 were Lazada Indonesia, OLX.co.id, Zalora Indonesia, 

Elevenia, and Bhinneka (Munkyk.blogspot.com).  Thus, since online shopping has successfully become 

the new style of shopping in Indonesia, it influences teenagers not only become one of businesswomen in 

online shopping but also the consumer of online shopping.   

In addition, one of the popular and prestigious brands founded in New York namely Kate Spade 

appearing in the image.  It represents the orientation of fashion in female teenagers’ fashion trend that still 

refers to the brands.   A brand is not just the title or name of products but it also contributes in giving 

certain identity to its consumer.  According to Mark Tungate, writer of Fashion Branding Style from 
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Armani to Zara (2008), said that consumers want to know what is behind the brand and what it can give 

back to them.  Sometimes, when it is a famous brand, they pay to be part of the story (Tungate 2008, p. 

26).  Therefore, the role of a brand for teenagers is a tool for satisfaction, creating the beautiful object in 

society and it can also be considered as the symbol of expensive things.  Finally, it may be concluded that 

urban female teenagers’ fashion trend through this image is expensive, branded and online shop 

businesswoman.  

Linguistic Message 

 
Figure 4 

The linguistic message in figure 4.8 is shown by the emerged of the word “Roar” as the title of the 

photo. The word “Roar” is closely related with the spirit and power of young teenagers, since in the literal 

meaning, the word roar represents a long, loud, and deep sound (Cambridge dictionary).  Thus, in this 

case, Sonia Eryka’s fashion blog entitled roar can be described as the resurgence and the rise of young 

people’s spirit.  Roar reflects the desire of teenagers in terms of fulfilling their passion.  Thus, it may be 

said that urban female teenagers’ fashion trend, as depicted in the figure is the spirit and desire of teenagers 

in fulfilling their passion. 

Non Coded Iconic Message 

This section shows Sonia Eryka’s photo denotes as an Indonesian teenager who poses and looks 

directly at camera without smiling.  In this photo, Sonia Eryka is wearing a gray t-shirt, pink short pants, 

and a fringe vintage jacket.  Sonia Eryka’s hair is dyed with red color in a whole.  She uses the accessories 

with a black mango hat and necklace in her neck.  This photo was taken in the outdoor, with sport field 

as the background.  Sonia Eryka poses by heel head to the left and her right hand holds her waist. 

Coded Iconic Message 

In this part, it shows Sonia Eryka as the model, taken in the front of sport field.  The place where this 

photo took a place connotes a freedom for a young girl while the outfits and the color of her fashion 

connotes casual.  Sonia Eryka is wearing a fringe vintage jacket combined with jean short pants and a hat 

as the symbol of freedom.  The t-shirt and short pants symbolize casual which t-shirt and pant is a daily 

cloth mostly worn by people.  

 In addition, in that figure, Sonia Eryka wearing short jeans represents the influences of Western 

fashion.  Historically, jeans was first founded by Levis Strauss in 1873 and since then denim or jeans has 

become the oldest American fabrics that remains eternally young as American Fabrics declared in 1969 

(Downey 2007, p.1)  Sonia Eryka depicted in the picture also connotes an urban young girl, seen from her 

red hair which connotes youthfulness as well as modernity.  It is in the same line with the gray color of t-

shirt that connotes prosperity and modernity (Cerrato 2012, p. 19).  The fringe vintage jacket connotes 

freedom and casual meanwhile the color of jacket which the combination of yellow and purple connotes 

joy, happiness, and ambition (Cerrato 2012, p. 7-13).  

Myth 

From the figure above, the representation of urban female teenagers’ fashion trend is casual and sporty. 

It is indicated by the emerging of t-shirt and jeans short pants and also another sign shown by the sport 

field as the background of the image.  T-shirt and jeans short pants become the most famous and favorite 
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outfits worn by many urban teenagers.  As explain above, casual clothing is a description for clothes that 

makes a person looks relaxed and at ease.  In addition, Sonia Eryka wears a vintage fringe jacket as 

symbolize antique and unique.  Vintage clothing can be used to describe manufactured, and handmade.  

However, the definition of vintage is fluid, so every decade it brings forth new items as vintage and all 

vintage will eventually become antique (cited in 

http://vintageclothing.about.com/od/glossary/g/Vintage.html/ on 24 January 2015).   

Moreover, the writer finds adaptation of style fashion from New York Fashion Week on this fashion 

blog, particularly, on this image.  This figure shows the outfits of Sonia Eryka much represented 

influenced of Western, particularly New York Fashion Week’s design, as known as prestigious fashion 

event in the world.  It show when Sonia Eryka tries to adopt New York Fashion Week’s style to appear 

in her fashion blog title Roar, November 2013 

In addition, the use of sport field as the setting also indicates that sport activities become popular 

among urban teenagers and recently it becomes one of urban culture.  Interesting finding of this study is 

that the popularity of sport activities among teenagers is not only about a physical activity but also as the 

symbol of prestige and following trend.  As explained by Ramadhani (2014), sport is not longer just a 

physical activity, but it becomes part of media commodity, however no longer limited to the physical 

activity that is health oriented but rather than to the symbolic and status consumption, are increasingly 

consuming sport (Ramadhani 2014, p. vi).  Furthermore, according to Thompson (1990) in Horne (2006, 

p. 3) he argued that a sport is a form of culture that more becomes the subject of mediatization where it 

becomes part of media culture.  Then, through media, sports become a promoting commodity. 

In other words, this photo shows specific purpose on how people consume goods or service toward 

the sport products to get admission about what they consume.  Thus, people not only buy the object but 

also the identity and symbolic status of the object.  The popular sports commodity is also shown by 

prestigious brands such as Nike, Puma and Adidas.  Finally, as the result, it may be concluded that urban 

female teenagers’ fashion trend representing by casual and sporty style indicates the popularity of sports 

activities and sports commodity among teenagers. 

Conclusion 

Fashion blog is a new medium to promote fashion, since fashion is no longer an expertise of designers, 

stylist, and fashion journalism, but it is also practically done by people who concern in fashion.  

Nowadays, the great development of fashion is shown by the emergence of fashion blogs.  Since last 

decade, fashion blogs have developed significantly as long as the development of fashion bloggers.  One 

of Indonesian fashion bloggers is Sonia Eryka, with her fashion blog entitled A Diary of: The Riotous 

Belle. Known as a great fashion blog who has influenced teenagers’ fashion trend, Sonia Eryka clearly 

brings much motivation in her fashion blog to Indonesian people particularly to female teenagers.  Thus, 

it is essential to know how Sonia Eryka’s fashion blog represents urban female teenagers’ fashion trend 

in her blog A Diary of: The Riotous Belle. 

Based on the results of this study, the writer finds out that urban teenagers’ fashion trend is related to 

contemporary culture print since the trend of fashion is more modern than traditional painting.  

Contemporary culture print also indicates instantaneous of fashion.  Besides that, urban female teenagers’ 

fashion trend shows not only the teenagers’ fashion styles but also their characteristics such as braveness 

and confidence to face any possibility in the future in globalization era.  Being feminine and having 

passion to develop their creativity as urban female teenagers are also represented in Eryka’s blog, 

indicated by passion of the teenagers to be productive and creative.  Sporty and casual styles are also 

shown as an urban female teenagers’ fashion trend because of the popularity of sport activities and 

commodities.  The facts that sport activity are no longer about health oriented but contain more about 

specific purpose can be seen in her blog that the fashion trend represents prestige to whom consuming 

sport commodities.  As a result, through this blog, sports become a promoting commodity in introducing 

fashion trend. 

Thus, how urban female teenagers’ fashion trend is represented through Sonia Eryka’s fashion blog 

can create some important points toward teenagers in Indonesia.  Firstly, globalization and modernity 
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much influence the development of fashion blog in Indonesia, shown by the adaptation of style, taste and 

sense in fashion blourthermore, it is also shown by the fact that Indonesian fashion bloggers successfully 

become one barometer of fashion in the world represented by Sonia Eryka who were invited to the New 

York Fashion Week in 2013.  Secondly, through fashion blogs, the new form of fashion industry 

particularly through online shops gets broader and bigger competing other kinds of business activities in 

Indonesia, especially for female teenagers.  Thirdly, fashion blogs give contribution to teenagers’ 

creativity in Indonesia, for example by becoming fashion bloggers. Finally, it may be concluded that how 

urban female teenagers fashion trend represent through Sonia Eryka’s fashion blog much contain the spirit 

of redefining the urban female teenagers’ fashion trend in Indonesia as explained and found in this study. 
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